
New vehicle designs that distribute weight differently on bridges combined with more traffic overall has led to an update of 
engineering bridge weight reviews (load ratings) to ensure that our bridges can safely carry everyone to their destinations. 

Bridge weight restrictions are required when a load rating shows that the structure cannot safely carry standard legal vehicle loads. 
The bridge is safe to use — as long as vehicles crossing the bridge are under the posted weight limits. 

Motorists are seeing new weight limits signs on some state, county, and local bridges as new load rating reviews are completed. Take 
a look below to see some common vehicles and their approximate weights.

What does this mean for Corvallis?

• The Van Buren Bridge will be limited to vehicles under 12 tons beginning in late March 2021. It was last assessed for weight    
 restriction in 1995, where depending on how many axles the vehicle had, the max weight was 40 tons.

• This is part of a nationwide load rating review of bridges required by the Federal Highway Administration and is unrelated to the   
 bridge replacement project. 

• We are changing the striping on the bridge to move the weight of remaining traffic to the center of the bridge. 

• We are restriping some surrounding roads  
 to help larger vehicles detour, and avoid   
  using the bridge.

• The detour for larger vehicles will be     
  northbound U.S. 20.  

• Weight limits will be in place until the   
   bridge is replaced. 

Scan the QR code to go to the webpage for 
more information:

For more information visit:  https://www.oregon.gov/odot/projects/pages/project-details.aspx?project=D4-Maintenance
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